
DGS U.S. Stowage Kit
Painting guide

SAFETY WORKING WITH RESIN FIRST!

TOOLS RECOMMENDED

Small Cutters
Xacto knife ( I prefer cheap scalpels off ebay)
Small file set
80, 120, 200 sandpaper
Dremel tool with multiple attachments
Although not required, an airbrush is nice to have for the painting segment.

Paints used for this kit

XF-52 Olive green. This is the primary colour used on all the U.S. equipment including:
Fuel cans, helmets, small caliber ammunition boxes .30 Cal and .50 Cal., grenades, tripod stand for
the .30 Cal...

XF-57 Buff. This is the base colour for the pine large caliber boxes and some of the stowage crates.
Thinned down to a wash it is also used for highlights and dust on almost all objects

XF-52 Flat earth. I used this for large and small tarps and rags as the base colour

XF-1 Flat black. I thin this down to do the base on the .30Cal Machine Gun.

XF-62 Olive drab. I used this for the large folded tarp on the deck grouping and back packs

XF-51 Khaki drab. Used for back packs and thinned down used for highlights

XF-49 Khaki. Used for the canteens in the open box

XF-84 Dark Iron. Used on the .30 Cal machine gun and bindings on some of the ammunition crates.

XF-64 Red/Brown. Darkened with a little flat black this is used for all the leather straps

XF-10 Gun Metal. This is dry brushed on the .30 Cal, Grenades, the tripod on the deck grouping

Metallic Brass. Used for strap clamps, tiny buttons on the canteens, buckles on back packs

Oil paint. I use Burnt Sienna thinned down to milk consistency and brushed on Ammunition crates
and other pine boxes.

PLEASE NOTE: I am not a professional! This is simply my effort to make it look good
 enough! I bow to the real pros in this field. But if I can help someone as mediocre as
 me with some hints or ideas my job is done! :-)
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1. Some detail parts that need special attention!

2. Prepping the rest of the resin parts

The first one up is the .30 Cal machine gun. VERY CAREFULLY use an xacto knife to cut away the MG from the 
plug. You will notice the resin is thinner in and around the gun. Watch out around the trigger especially. If you 
happen to break it off I simply used my pin vise to drill a hole and bent a piece of 1mm copper wire and stuck it  
in.

The next one up is the Jerry Can handle. simply cut out the thin parts between the handles and do a little sanding 
and fit to the can missing the handles. I find it takes a little sanding work to fit it tight and properly but really nice 
once you have it done. 
On the helmets I find small cutters in the position shown takes the plug off pretty clean and a little dremel work on 
the inside and they clean up quite nicely. Keep in mind you are going to glue this somewhere so you don’t have to 
take the plug out entirely. You want a little left to hold onto the surface you want to glue it to. 

On your deck pack and the other boxes, packs, etc...sand off the bottom to level. You may find the odd little 
“extra” piece of resin clinging to the box. After you are finished make sure to brush off any residue and I like to 
wash in soap and water before priming making sure to rinse well. After these steps time to prime! I use Tamiya 
grey primer in the rattle can.



3. Prime, paint, decal

I personally like Tamiya acrylics. The have great pigment, cover well, can be thinned with rubbing alcohol (use 
98% or higher) and so they don’t smell at all like oils or lacquers. Therefore I like Tamiya grey primer and it works 
pretty good on metal as well. One thing I have noticed is the primer really needs a couple of days to set up. For 
painting refer to page one. When the base colours are complete (for pine boxes the painting method for them is a 
little further on) you can do a little buff air brush highlights and some shading in cracks and crevices.
To prep for decals, use an acrylic clear floor wax. This gives the decals a surface to meld into and seems to 
eliminate a lot of silvering. Wet the areas with Tamiya Mark Fit Strong and place the waterslide decals as per 
guide. small pair of fine tweezers is a must! Use a strong q-tip or pat down with paper towel to remove excess 
liquid from under the decal. Put one more coat of Mark Fit directly on decal and allow to sit for 10 mins. Then 
repeat pat down with a little more force and let dry. You may notice white areas around the decal when you do this 
as per the middle picture. don’t worry this is normal and is corrected by a final repeat clear coat which will seal 
your decals. Here are some pics after the final clear coat.
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3. Prime, paint, decal continued...

This and the next page are pics for reference of what I did. Hopefully they give you some ideas!
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3. Prime, paint, decal continued...
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Here are some examples mounted on a HengLong M4A3 105mm 



The piece of wood we supply is actually hardwood and is capable of being drilled carefully. Mount 2 copper or 
paperclip studs. Put some black paint on the ends and place where you want to mount it. Drill out with 1mm drill 
bit. You can glue in with some CA glue. don’t use a lot in case you want to remove later...
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4. Pinning your stowage board to the Transmission Cover
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3. Sandbags, tea time!

This is just my method of doing the sandbags.... 
Wet the sandbags first so they are evenly damp. Squeeze out excess water. Prepare some boiling water, and while 
it is coming to a boil take a small cereal size bowl, and place the sandbags in the bottom and 4 regular size tea 
bags on top. Lipton seems to work quite nicely. add the boiling water and after about 5 mins press out your tea 
bags and let sit for an hour. Remove and dry. 

To fill, I use craft sand and CA glue. I use tweezers to hold open the bag and fill with spoon. for best results only 
fill half way. I do half the bags kinda flat and the other 1/2 I squeeze the sand down into the bag to make it more 
rounded. But the bags are still only 1/2 full. 

for placement you just hide the glue edge under another bag. To get them to conform to the shape you want wet 
them again and put in position. The images below are just placed and were not wetted before placement. Just for 
eyeballing the configuration...



DGS method of painting
and decaling ammo boxes

1. Clean up and prep ammo box

2. Painting with acrylics and oils

3. Prime and install “rope” handles

This is the simple process for the average modeler to make something reasonable.... :-)Sand of the bottom to 
level the box. You may find the odd little “extra” piece of resin clinging to the box. After you are finished make 
sure to brush off any residue and I like to wash in soap and water before priming making sure to rinse well. I 
recommend Tamiya grey primer in the rattle can.

I prefer an airbrush to give thinner coats to keep details but a brush with thinned down paint will work of course. 
The colour used is Tamiya Buff XF-57 all over. Once dry move on to creating a thin wash of burnt Sienna oil based 
paint, do NOT use Acrylic based. A small dab in the tray and thin out with mineral spirts to the consistency of 
milk. Brush it liberally over the box letting it creep into crevasse and lines. do a light coat let dry and if you want it 
a little darker do a second coat. Let dry until dry to touch usually 12 hours.

After completing oil wash prime the metal wire that you will be using for crate ropes. I find these are much more 
realistic compared to ropes flat against the surface molded into the box. You will find pre-drilled holes the ends of 
the wire will pretty much pop into. Generally no need for glue to hold them in. I use a simple metal primer for 
them. Once installed and before you bend them into place I use Tamiya Nato Brown XF-68 to simulate the rope 
colour with a dry brush of Tamiya Buff XF-57 as a final touch up later. For the bands and hinges on the 105mm 
and 76mm I use Tamiya dark Iron XF-84 with a Tamiya X-10 gun metal dry brush later. On the 75mm they originally 
used brass hinges and clasp so I just used some metallic brass for them. 
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4. Further shadowing using oil washes

5. Clear coat and decals

6. Final matt lacquer clear coat and highlights

for some further shadows and detailing I use some raw umber again really watered down and then with a fine 
detail brush I do around the edges and recesses on the box.

To prep for decals, use an acrylic clear floor wax. This gives the decals a surface to meld into and seems to 
eliminate a lot of silvering. Wet the areas with Tamiya Mark Fit Strong and place the waterslide decals as per 
guide. small pair of fine tweezers is a must! Use a strong q-tip or pat down with paper towel to remove excess 
liquid from under the decal. Put one more coat of Mark Fit directly on decal and allow to sit for 10 mins. Then 
repeat pat down with a little more force and let dry. You may notice white areas around the decal when you do this 
as per the middle picture. don’t worry this is normal and is corrected by a final repeat clear coat which will seal 
your decals.

I do a final all over matt lacquer coat with just a touch of buff in it like 3 or 4 big drops just to cloud it, to bring 
everything together. Usually 2 light coats. Once this is dry I do the dry brushing mentioned earlier to bring out 
some highlights on the rope handles, hinges, and clasps. And these last pics show the results. Not perfect by any 
means but quick to do and nice enough when you have a lot to do!
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7. Some more pics.
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